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	NAME: COUNTER-ARGUMENT BUILDING 
	CLASS: NEG/SOCCER IS NOT BEST
	PERIOD: 
	Other Side's Overall Position:  SOCCER IS THE BEST SPORT IN THE WORLD.  
	Other Side's Argumentative Claim 2: 
	Other Side's Argumentative Claim 1: Soccer is the most well-loved sport in the world.  There are more viewers of the World Cup than there are viewers of other sports championships, e.g., the Super Bowl.  Viewer- ship should determine which sport is best.
	Counter-Argument 1 -- Argument 1: Viewership is not a good way to rank sports.  Simple popularity is never a good measure for quality.  Pop stars are a thousand-fold more popular than jazz or classical musical artists;  
	Counter-Argument 1 -- Argument 2: 
	Counter-Argument 1 -- Arg 2 -- E & R: 
	Counter-Argument 1 -- Arg 1 -- E & R: that does not make them better artists or musicians.  No academic subject area looks purely at popularity as an important criterion for quality.  Presidents, too, are not "best" because they got more votes.  When people
	Counter-Argument 2 -- Argument 1: call Lincoln the greatest President, they are not looking at his approval ratings or votes.    Soccer is popular in other countries because they don't have better sports to choose.  
	Counter-Argument 2 -- Argument 2: 
	Counter-Argument 2 -- Arg 1 -- E & R: According to Camron Moffid, soccer is popular in other countries because of the lack of local options and because, as an inexpensive sport, it is played so frequently in low-funded schools (B-R, July 13, 2010).  Every single 
	Counter-Argument 2 -- Arg 2 -- E & R: kid in these countries plays soccer growing up.  And when they're grown up, soccer is the only game in town.  These are the reasons it is so popular, not because it is a great sport.  


